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REFLECTIONS
00

anending three contributed paper sessions on humanistic maJhema6cs in Phoenix 1989
Peter Flusser
Kansas Wesleyan College
Salina, KS 67401

Some speakers say "Yesl' They point to tally sticksl
and eiher elementary canputing devices found in even,
the most prim~lve societies as evidence that mathemati·
cal actlv~ies are universal. But other speakers point o~ I
that mathematics is not merely symbol manipulation. Is ,
the presence of a tally stick evidence of the presence 01
genuine mathematical activitymerely evidence of symbd
manipulation of a kind more prim~ive then that engaged
in by astudent doing long division w~h paper and pencil?
To continue: Is the Rhind Papyrus a mathematics
book or merely a set of a1gor~hms? Was A'll-mesa', a
the person whose original work A'h-mose' copied, a true
mathematician or one of the first dehumanizers of math·
ematics? Orperhaps mathematics was not a humanistic
discipline inthose days; perhaps mathematics became a
txJmanistic discipline only in the 19th Century after the
discovery of non-Euclidean Geomalry, non-commutative
algebras and the discovery of paradoxes in the very
foundation of mathematics forced us to approach Olf
discipline in a different manner.
Wmathematics issoimportant toall societies why did
the Chinese abandon mathematical research after
making such an auspicious beginning in number theory
as the discovery ofthe Chinese Remainder Theorem?
Wmathematics is not important inall societies but on~
in sane ofthem, could we then characterize each type of
society and distinguish between the characteristics of
each type? Could we then, perhaps, make valid and
meaningful statements about the nature of the human
cond~ ion in each ofthese different types of societies?
A final questiorr Is mathematics a humanistic dis·
cipline only inasman subset ofthose societies in which i
is important? In other words, are those bad things aboul
mathematics which we still teach our students true in
certain parts of the world, and were they true in the
western world atsome time inthe recent past?
Wthat were true wewould not be trying to reverse a
bad trend of our own making. II would be correct to say
that we are trying tointroduce a new and exc~ing elemenl
into our discipline, one which we have long fellwas there
but which the rest ofthe world has yet todiscover.

The term "HumanisticMathematics' isa redundancy,
snt ~, just like "Humanistic Uterature" ()( "Humanistic
Philosophy" would be. So why do we need a special
interest group devoted to"Humanistic Mathematics"? We
have dehumanized mathematics, and some of us are
trying to reverse that trend. It is high time that we did so.
How have we dehumanized mathematics? Let me
count some ways:

i

• We present mathematicsto our students as a
rigidset of rules.
• We tell our students that mathematics stands
here before us, a sal of eternal, changeless
truths that mustbe memorized and reg urg~at ed
on examinations.
• We tell our students that all mathematical
problems have exactly one answer which can
always be found by following a mechanical
system of rules.
• We show our students only those problems that
are of no interest tothem whatsoever.
• We insist that mathematicians never get emotionally involved w~h their work.
• We tell our students that mathematics can only
be done by highly talented, wise and ciever
people such as we are and such as they can
never hope to be.
• We tell our students that mathematics does not
appeal tothe senses.
.
• The 'average educated man inthe street" and
' average' public school teacher believes all
these things we tell our students, and they
teach these things to their children and their
students who believe these things even before
we tell ~ tothem.
• And so most people dislike mathematics, because who would not dislike a subject about
which all these things are true?
All speakers seem to agree: Mathematics is important insociety. I have no quanelw~hthat statement ~you
mod~ 'society" toread 'oursociety". Does ~ they follow
that mathematics isimportant to all societies?
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